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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce yourself as the speaker and make sure everyone signs the attendance log.   Use your own words to introduce the topic.  Be sure to let everyone know if this program is counting toward their required annual training. Over the next ten minutes, we will be discussing the basics of a halal diet and how to create a halal-friendly kitchen.  Understanding the halal diet will promote trust and loyalty with your Muslim clients, increase client satisfaction, and save time and money.  [CLICK ON]



Objectives

• Understand the basics of halal dietary 
guidelines

• Differentiate between halal and non-halal 
foods

• Learn how to identify products that are 
certified halal 

• Learn how to create a halal-friendly kitchen
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
By the end of this presentation:you will understand the meaning of halal and basic halal guidelinesyou will be able to differentiate between halal and non-halal foodsyou will be able to identify if an item is halal-certifiedand you will understand how to create a halal-friendly kitchen[CLICK ON]



Introduction

• People of Islamic faith follow specific 
guidelines for foods

• Guidelines are referred to as eating Halal
• Guidelines indicate allowed and 

unacceptable foods
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many religions have beliefs expressed as food customs. To name a few, Judaism follows kosher dietary laws, for Seventh Day Adventists a vegetarian diet is encouraged, and many Catholics don’t eat meat or fast on Holy days.  In addition to these examples, people of the Islamic faith have specific guidelines that impact their food choices.  The guidelines are referred to as eating Halal and they describe allowed and unacceptable foods.  [CLICK ON]



Definitions

• Halal : Arabic word for lawful or permitted
• Haram: The opposite of halal (forbidden)
• Mashbooh: Questionable (needs further 

information)
• Zhabiha: Approved slaughter procedure
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s begin with some definitions.Halal is the word for lawful or permitted used by Muslims to describe actions or objects that are allowed in Islam.  With regards to food, halal describes foods that meet Islamic dietary guidelines.  The word haram is the opposite of halal and means forbidden.  Mashbooh means the food is questionable, meaning it may contain a forbidden ingredient.   Zhabiha is the word for an animal slaughtered appropriately.[CLICK ON]



Most Fresh and Natural Foods
are Halal

• Fruits
• Vegetables
• Grains
• Dairy
• Eggs
• Fish and Seafood
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
All fresh and natural foods in their natural form that do not contain pork or alcohol are halal.  These include fresh fruits, vegetables, grains, dairy, eggs, and fish.  Vinegar, including red wine vinegar, is also considered halal.  [CLICK ON]



Foods that are Not Halal

• Pork and pork products
– ham, bacon, lard, and hydrolyzed porcine collagen
– Gelatin, animal shortening, and hydrolyzed animal 

protein 
– Rennet enzymes in cheese and other products

• Alcohol and alcohol products
– wine, wine sauces, vodka, rum, liquor (such as 

malt liquor), extracts (such as vanilla extract), 
ethyl alcohol, beer, gin
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are two categories of food that are always forbidden: pork and alcohol products.  Listed in this slide are some of the more common forbidden ingredients that are from pig or alcohol sources. For example, Jell-O and marshmallows usually contain gelatin and are therefore usually not halal. Even if these ingredients are in tiny quantities, the food is still considered not halal.  For example, even if wine is “cooked off” it is not considered halal as traces of alcohol could still be in the food.  We will talk more about common cross-contamination situations later in the presentation. What happens if a Muslim accidentally eats a food that is not halal?  Mistakes can happen and Muslims aren’t penalized for accidentally consuming a food that is not halal, but it is up to the foodservice employees to do their best to be sensitive to the population’s needs to gain their trust and loyalty and avoid tarnishing the facility’s reputation among the Muslim community.  [CLICK ON]



Halal - Meat

• Offer only zhabiha meat to be safe.

– Zhabiha: Approved slaughter procedure

– Look for halal certification
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Zhabiha meat can be purchased from a halal butcher.  Zhabiha involves treating animals humanely, slaughtering in such a way to minimize pain, and by invoking the name of God.  Since all Muslims will eat zhabiha meat, a halal-friendly kitchen should provide zhabiha meat to all Muslim clients.It is important to recognize that the degree to which one follows a halal diet may vary among Muslim individuals.  It is best to allow the consumer to voice individual preferences after given the option of zhabiha halal-certified meat.  [CLICK ON]



Mashbooh
Ingredients of Questionable Origin

• Artificial or Natural Coloring/Flavoring
• Stearoyl lactylate (calcium stearoyl lactylate)
• Fatty acids or fatty acid esters
• Hydroloyzed bovine collagen
• Glycerin, Glycerides (mono- and di-glycerides)
• Gelatin (unless from fish)
• Stearates (Glycerol, Magnesium, Potassium, and Sodium Stearates; Stearic Acid, 

Sorbitan monostearate, Propylene glycol monostearate)
• Enzymes (such as rennet)
• Gum base
• Phospholipids
• Polysorbates
• Sodium Lauryl Sulfate
• Tallow
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As more and more preservatives, additives, colorings, etc. are being added to food, it can be confusing which foods are halal or not since some of these ingredients may be of alcohol, pig, or other mashbooh animal origin.  Some of these ingredients might be vegetable or fish-based so just because one of these is in a food does not mean it is definitely not halal.Questionable ingredients include:Artificial or Natural Coloring/FlavoringStearoyl lactylate (calcium stearoyl lactylate)Fatty acids or fatty acid estersHydroloyzed bovine collagenGlycerin, Glycerides (mono- and di-glycerides)GelatinStearates – Glycerol, Magnesium, Potassium, and Sodium Stearates; Stearic Acid, Sorbitan monostearate, Propylene glycol monostearateEnzymes (such as rennet)Gum basePhospholipidsPolysorbatesSodium Lauryl SulfateTallow (an animal fat used in making soaps, candles, and also in cooking)[CLICK ON]



Halal Certification

• Makes it easy to identify halal products
– Halal Symbol
– Halal Certificates
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Choosing halal-certified products simplifies purchasing decisions and eliminates confusion in trying to differentiate between halal and non-halal products.   It also saves time as it eliminates the need to call manufacturers to find out the origin of questionable ingredients.  More and more, questionable food items are being certified halal making it easier to find halal-friendly processed foods.  The Islamic Food and Nutrition Council of America (IFANCA) is the main certifying agency in the US.  Its halal certification is symbolized by the letter “M” with a crescent next to it.  Halal certificates are also available online for every halal-certified item.  In addition to IFANCA, there are other third-party halal certifying agencies in the US with their own certification symbols.Foodservice operations should strive to obtain halal-certified foods from their suppliers to better meet the needs of the Muslim client. [CLICK ON]



Creating a Halal-Friendly Kitchen
It’s as Easy as 1-2-3!

STORAGE

PREPARATION & SERVING CLEANING
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Creating a halal-friendly kitchen is easy. Unlike a kosher kitchen, a halal kitchen does not require separate refrigerators, pots, pans, dishes, utensils, etc.  Once you know which foods are halal and which are not, all you have to do is prevent contact between the two at the various steps in the foodservice operation – storing, preparing and serving, and cleaning. Any food contaminated with pork or alcohol during any of these steps is not considered halal even if the food itself was halal originally.  For example, if a chef salad has a piece of ham on it, removing the ham will not make the salad halal.  [CLICK ON]



Creating a Halal-Friendly Kitchen
Storing

• Store halal foods on higher shelves to avoid 
being dripped on or dropped on.

• If on the same shelf, separate halal from non-
halal items.

• Color code halal containers
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When storing foods, halal and non-halal foods should be separated in such a way to prevent cross-contamination.  To avoid contact from drips or dropping, store halal foods on shelves above non-halal. If on the same shelf, separate halal from non-halal items by wrapping well or enclosing in closed containers.   Color coding containers for halal foods makes them easily identifiable.[CLICK ON]



Creating a Halal-Friendly Kitchen
Preparing & Serving

• Change gloves after handling animal meat or 
alcohol.

• Use separate kitchen supplies when handling 
animal meat or alcohol.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When preparing and serving food, use separate kitchen supplies such as knives, blenders, pots, ladles, gloves, etc.  Color-coding of cutting boards and utensils may simplify the separation.  Once a kitchen supply touches a food that is not halal, it should not come in contact with a halal food without washing first.  Also, halal food cannot be cooked in the same cooking oil or water if the oil or water was used to cook foods that are not halal.  Examples:After cutting a sandwich with ham, bacon, or another meat, do not use the same knife for a halal sandwich without washing first.After handling a sandwich with ham, bacon, or another meat, change gloves before handling a halal sandwich.  If cooking pots of vegetarian stew and meat stew, do not use the same ladle for both soups.  Do not fry French fries in the same oil used to fry chicken nuggets or another meat.  When cooking bacon and eggs on a grill or skillet at the same timeuse a separate grill or skilletThoroughly wash grill or skilletmake halal items firstCook on far ends of grill, ensuring no contamination in betweenDo not make a half pepperoni/half halal pizza because the pizza cutter will get traces of pepperoni onto the halal slices and because some of the halal slices will be in direct contact with the pepperoni slices.  [CLICK ON]



Creating a Halal-Friendly Kitchen
Preparing & Serving

• Use separate, thoroughly cleaned grills/fryers
• If not possible, grill/fry halal items first on 

clean grills/fryers.
• If using a large surface grill, use different ends.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
With fryers and grills, cooking the halal item first is acceptable if you are starting with clean equipment and oil.  If not, then a separate fryer and grill area is needed for the halal food.   Remember, the objective is that the halal food must not come in contact with a non-halal food in any way.[CLICK ON]



Creating a Halal-Friendly Kitchen
Preparing & Serving

• Use clean trays, plates, utensils, and other 
serving pieces.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use clean service items for halal meals.  For example, in a restaurant or dining room it would not be acceptable to take an extra unused place setting from a table of people eating non-halal and give it to a patron eating Halal at the next table.  A clean place setting should be obtained from the dish room.[CLICK ON]



Creating a Halal-Friendly Kitchen
Cleaning

• Practice general hygiene
– Wash your hands!

• Wash kitchen supplies
– Dishwasher
– Hot soapy water
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Avoiding cross-contamination is very important. Practicing good hygiene such as washing hands frequently, between handling halal and non-halal foods, as well as changing gloves are essential to maintain a halal-friendly kitchen.  Dishes and kitchen supplies can be re-used on halal foods so long as they are washed thoroughly in a dishwasher or with hot soapy water.  Using a sanitizer is preferable but not required.[CLICK ON]



Summary

• Pork and alcohol are haram
• Look for halal certification for foods with 

mashbooh (questionable) ingredients
• Use halal-labeled meat to cater to all Muslims
• Creating a halal kitchen is easy:

1. Storing
2. Preparing/Serving
3. Cleaning
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To summarize, all food is considered halal except pork and alcohol and any products with pork or alcohol derivatives.  It is easy to determine which foods are halal when in their natural state (i.e. eggs, dairy, fish, fruits, vegetables, and grains).  For processed foods, using halal-certified products can eliminate confusion regarding which foods are halal and which are not.  As for meat, using halal-labeled meat from a halal butcher will ensure that the meat is acceptable to all Muslims regardless of how strictly they follow the halal eating.  Creating a halal-friendly kitchen is easy.  All it requires is preventing contact between halal and non-halal foods at each step in the foodservice operation.  [CLICK ON]



Thank you for participating in today’s session!
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For product information click here.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for participating in today’s session.    Questions?Activities:Post-TestReview HandoutsDiscuss common situations in which cross-contamination between halal and haram foods is likely and how it could be prevented. 

https://www.med-diet.com/t-about_halal_healthy.aspx


Resources

• Islamic Food and Nutrition Council of America 
(IFANCA).  www.ifanca.org

• Muslims in Dietetics and Nutrition (MIDAN), a 
member interest group of the American Dietetic 
Association.  www.muslimdietitians.org
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http://www.ifanca.org/
http://www.muslimdietitians.org/
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